Computer analysis of antepartum fetal heart rate: 1. Baseline determination.
A consequent and reproducible determination of baseline is an essential prerequisite for objective interpretation of fetal heart rate. A fully automated off-line method of baseline determination has been developed and tested on 50 normal antepartum fetal heart rate recordings of two hours duration. The method is constructed around two functional units, a digital filter and a trim function, which interact in an iterative process. The results were evaluated in comparison with automated baseline determination according to Dawes and coworkers. A panel of 3 experts agreed that in 14 of the 50 recordings (28%), the new developed procedure resulted in a substantially better baseline fit. In the remaining 34 recordings (72%), baseline fit from both methods was judged as equivalent. The described procedure of baseline determination provides a solid base for automated detection of accelerations and decelerations in fetal heart rate recordings. It enables the study of the relation between the fetal heart rate pattern and fetal movements. Finally, it provides an objective tool for analysis of variables within the fetal heart rate with the highest predictive value with respect to fetal outcome.